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RFMW Ltd., Announces Aviacomm Distribution Agreement
3/31/2014 – San Jose, California: RFMW Ltd. and Aviacomm, Inc. today announced a

distribution agreement effective April 1, 2014. The agreement initially covers customers in
North America, Europe and South East Asia with the possibility of future expansion. Aviacomm
is a leader in wideband RF CMOS ICs. RFMW Ltd. is a specialized distributor providing customers
and suppliers with focused distribution of RF and microwave components as well as specialized
component-engineering support.
According to the agreement, RFMW will distribute Aviacomm's portfolio of smart transceivers
including the ARF1020, ARF2010 and ARF3010. These direct conversion RF transceivers can
operate on any frequency band between 50 MHz and 2,800 MHz without restrictions of bandlimited ports, enabling more efficient and scalable RF front-end designs. Aviacomm products
are low power, high performance, RFIC transceivers that address a variety of radio protocols
and architectures, including TVWS, 4G/LTE, 3G, 2G, Cognitive Radios, Software Defined Radios,
and other specialty wireless communication devices.
“We are pleased to have RFMW as a worldwide distribution channel for our CMOS
transceivers" said Aviacomm CEO Shih Mo. “RFMW's extensive experience with RF design and
sales support will help expand our customer base to new markets and applications."
According to Joel Levine, President and CEO of RFMW, “Many of our customers are moving
towards higher levels of integration. Existing approaches rely on multiple RF chains for multi
band support, requiring narrow band chipsets, PAs and filters for each band. With Aviacomm’s
wideband RF solutions, we're able to offer a single, low power design in a small form factor."
About Aviacomm
Founded in 2010 by wireless RFIC experts, Aviacomm is bringing to market a portfolio of lowpower, high performance, frequency agile RFIC solutions to enable new high-volume wireless
data markets. For more information on Aviacomm, visit their website at www.aviacomm.com
or contact them at sales@aviacomm.com.
About RFMW
RFMW Ltd. is a specialty electronics distribution company focused exclusively on serving
customers that require RF and microwave components and semiconductors, as well as
component engineering support. The company continues to expand its list of products from
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selective suppliers with RF/microwave expertise. RFMW deploys a highly experienced,
technically skilled team to assist customers with component selection and fulfillment.
To learn more about RFMW, visit their Website at www.rfmw.com, or call us at
1.877.FOR.RFMW (367-7369), or via e-mail at info@rfmw.com.
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